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“I tell you I will never recharter the United States Bank. Here I am receiving
one or two anonymous letters EVERY DAY THREATENING ME WITH
ASSASSINATION. Is Andrew Jackson to bow before the golden calf?”--John B. McMaster in “A History of the People of the United States,” (8
volumes, 1883-1912, volume VI, page 202, Appleton & Company, New York)
(In his second term alone that would be perhaps 1,200 threats!)
“Sooner than restore the deposits or recharter the bank I WOULD
UNDERGO THE TORTURE OF TEN SPANISH INQUISITIONS. Sooner
than live in a country where such a power prevails I would seek an asylum in
the wilds of Arabia.”---President Jackson, quoted in the United States
Gazette (Philadelphia) February 24, 1834---

(Sketch of Jackson made on September 23, 1829)
“The opposition to Andrew Jackson was not composed of straw men. No
other President has confronted a coalition of adversaries so able or so well
furnished. Henry Clay, John C. Calhoun, Nicholas Biddle---Old Hickory met
these great captains and their legions separately and in alliance. HE BEAT
THEM TO THEIR KNEES. His best piece of work as President, the General
said, was getting rid of the Bank of the United States. The people had been
saved from the evil of placing themselves at the mercy of a monopoly for the
enrichment of the few.”---“The Life of Andrew Jackson,” Marquis James,
Garden City Publishing, New York, 1938, pages 722-723

“NICHOLAS BIDDLE FELT JACKSON THE SUPERIOR BEING.” (James,
page 680) Recall that Biddle was the central banker Jackson painted a
bullseye on!
“NO MORE PAPER MONEY, YOU SEE, FELLOW CITIZENS, IF I CAN
ONLY PUT DOWN THIS NICHOLAS BIDDLE AND HIS MONSTER BANK.”
(James, page 606)
“General Jackson had seen and heard alarming things; PAPER MONEY
FALLING IN VALUE EVERYWHERE; a blue-sky bank in Mississippi,
chartered for fifteen million dollars, gone to the wall.”---James, page 728
“Jackson was against UNSOUND PRINTING PRESS BANKS.”---James,
page 557
“CHECK THE PAPER MANIA AND THE REPUBLIC IS SAFE.”---Letter from
Jackson to Martin Van Buren, March 30, 1837, “Correspondence of Andrew
Jackson,” Volume V, page 467 (John Bassett, Carnegie Institution of
Washington, 1926-1935).
“JACKSON HIMSELF REMAINED UTTERLY FREE FROM
SCANDAL.”---“Old Hickory,” Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, July 1884,
page 281
According to www.securingamerica.com --“In 1829, Andrew Jackson became the 7th President of the United States.
He had a dream. Being a bimetallist, he desired that the United States
currency be silver. And Gold. Solid, dependable, hard currency. President
Jackson’s distrust of centralized monetary control led to his veto in 1832 of
the Bank of the United States charter. Even though all paper currency was
supposed to be backed by legal tender hard currency, clearly, the printing
press ran amok.”
“Two months after Jackson reached Philadelphia, THE BANK OF ENGLAND
SUSPENDED SPECIE PAYMENTS, THE SIGNAL FOR A WORLDWIDE
DEPRESSION.” (James, page 80---this was in 1797)
This month I suggest we revisit the great man nicknamed “Old Hickory”
(1767-1845) by soldiers he commanded on the battlefield, in recognition of
his toughness. If you haven’t read “The Silver President” (Archives) I
suggest you find time. That essay, combined with this offering, will give you
a fairly good understanding of what type man Jackson was, and what he did
for his nation as a military commander, and as President. He did, quite
literally and without exaggeration, save his country from British rule; first, by
defeating them at the Battle of New Orleans (actually a series of battles,
culminating in absolute British defeat on January 8, 1815) and second, by
wrecking the Bank of the United States, run by British collaborator, Nicholas

Biddle. Jackson was, to my knowledge, the most formidable combination of
military and monetary personality ever found in the collective annals of world
history! Let’s look at some quotations from an unsigned article called “Old
Hickory,” that appeared in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, July 1884--“With an individuality quite as strong as that of Jackson---as the whole
nation learned ere his life ended---it had yet been the training of his earlier
career to suppress himself, and be simply a perfect official. His policy aided
the vast progress of the nation. In studying the time of Adams, we think of
the nation; in observing that of Jackson, we think of Jackson himself. By so
much as he differed from Adams, by so much the people liked him better.
His conquests had been those of war, always more dazzling than those of
peace; his temperament was of fire, always more attractive than one of
marble. He was helped by what he had done, and by what he had not done.
Even his absence of diplomatic training was almost counted for a virtue,
because all this training was then necessarily European, and the demand had
ripened for a purely American product.” (page 273)
“It had been quite essential to the self-respect of the new republic, at the
outset, that it should have at its head men who had coped with European
statesmen on their own soil and not been discomfited. This was the case
with each of the early successors of Washington, and in view of his manifest
superiority this advantage was not needed. Perhaps it was in a different way
a sign of self-respect that the new (end page 273; start page 275) republic
should at last turn from this tradition, and take boldly from the ranks a
strong and ill-trained leader, to whom all European precedent---and, indeed,
all other precedent---counted for nothing. In Jackson, moreover, there first
appeared upon our national stage the since familiar figure of the self-made
man.”
“Other Presidents had sprung from a modest origin, but nobody had made an
especial point of it. Nobody urged Washington for office because he had
been a surveyor’s lad. But when Jackson came into office the people had
almost had a surfeit of regular training in their Chief Magistrates. There was
a certain zest in the thought of a change, and the nation certainly had it. It
must be remembered that Jackson was in many ways far above the
successive modern imitators who have posed in his image. He was, and his
worst opponents hardly denied it---chaste, honest, truthful, and sincere. It
was not commonly charged upon him that he enriched himself at the public
expense, or that he deliberately invented falsehoods. And as he was for a
time more bitterly hated than any one who ever occupied his high office, we
may be very sure that these things would have been charged had it been
possible.”
(Could his enemies dig up dirt on Jackson? Not possible!)
“In this respect the contrast was enormous between Jackson and his
imitators, and it explains his prolonged influence. HE NEVER WAS FOUND

OUT OR EXPOSED BEFORE THE WORLD, BECAUSE THERE WAS
NOTHING TO DETECT OR UNVEIL; his merits were as visible as his long,
narrow, firmly set features. There he was, always fully revealed; everybody
could see him; the people might take him or leave him---and they never left
him. Moreover, there was after the eight years of Monroe and the four years
of Adams an immense popular demand for something piquant and even
amusing, and this quality they always had from Jackson. He never posed or
attitudinized---it would have required too much patience. The impetuous
President enraged many and delighted many, but it is something to know
that under him a serious people first found that it knew how to laugh.” (page
275)
“An English traveler, William E. Alexander, going in a stage coach from
Baltimore to Washington in 1831, records the exuberant conversation of six
editors, with whom he was shut up for hours. “The gentlemen of the press,”
he says, “talked of going the whole hog for General Jackson, who was all
brimstone but the head, and that was aqua fortis, and swore if anyone
abused him he ought to be set straddle on an iceberg, and shot through with
a streak of lightning.” (page 277)
“There was, indeed, unbounded room for popular enthusiasm in the review of
Jackson’s early career. Born in such obscurity that it is doubtful to this day
whether he was born in South Carolina, as he himself claimed, or on the
North Carolina side of the line, as Mr. Parton thinks, he had a childhood of
poverty. He was taken prisoner as a mere boy during the Revolution, and
could never forget that he had been wounded by a British officer whose boots
he refused to brush. Afterward, in a frontier community, he was successively
farmer, shop keeper, law student, lawyer, district attorney, judge, and
Congressman, being first Representative from Tennessee, and then Senator,
AND ALL BEFORE THE AGE OF THIRTY ONE.”
(In fact, Jackson helped to draft the Tennessee State Constitution in 1796;
served as a justice on the Tennessee State Supreme Court, 1798-1804;
became a Major General in the Tennessee Militia in 1802; and in the War of
1812, he funded some of the Tennessee Militia out of his own finances.
Congress later reimbursed it to him after lengthy haggling! While he was a
Congressman from Tennessee he voted against a proposal to be intimidated
by North African pirates by paying them tribute, and for the construction of
three naval frigates---page 82.)
“He remained but a year or two at Philadelphia---then the seat of national
government---and afterward became a planter in Tennessee, fought duels,
subdued Tecumseh and the Creek Indians, winning finally the great
opportunity of his life by being made a Major General in the United States
Army on May 31, 1814. He now had his old captors, the British, with whom
to deal, and entered into the work with a relish. By way of preliminary he
took Pensacola, without any definite authority, from the Spaniards, to whom
it belonged, and the English whom they harbored; AND THEN TURNED,

WITHOUT ORDERS, WITHOUT SUPPORT, AND WITHOUT SUPPLIES,
TO UNDERTAKE THE DEFENSE OF NEW ORLEANS.”
(Here’s a fact most of us never knew---when Jackson undertook his military
expedition to defend the port of New Orleans, he did so without orders from
President Madison! And looking back, it is well that Andy did not wait, but
seized the grand initiative on his own responsibility. Every hour was vital to
his plan.)
“Important as was this city, and plain as it was that the British threatened it,
the national authorities had done nothing to defend it. The impression
prevailed at Washington that it must already have been taken, but that the
President would not let it be known. The Washington Republican of January
17, 1815 said, “That Mr. Madison will find it convenient and will finally
determine to abandon the State of Louisiana we have not a doubt.” A New
York newspaper quoted in Andrew Stevenson’s eulogy on Jackson said, “It is
the general opinion here that the city of New Orleans must fall.”
APPARENTLY BUT ONE THING AVERTED ITS FALL---THE ENERGY AND
WILL OF ANDREW JACKSON.” (page 277)
(Never before or since has any great city owed so much to one man! This
was not an armchair commander such as we have presently! If you need
someone to be proud of, I suggest you choose Andrew Jackson!)
“On his own responsibility he declared martial law, impressed soldiers, seized
powder and supplies, built fortifications of cotton bales, if nothing else came
to hand. When the news of the battle of New Orleans came to the seat of
government IT WAS ALMOST TOO BEWILDERING FOR BELIEF. The
British veterans of the Peninsular War, whose march wherever they had
landed had heretofore seemed a holiday parade, WERE REPULSED IN A
MANNER SO ASTOUNDING THAT THEIR LOSS WAS MORE THAN TWO
THOUSAND, WHILE THAT OF THE AMERICANS WAS BUT THIRTEEN.
By a single stroke the national self-respect was restored.” (end page 277)
(Jackson must have been made of the same stern material as the 300
Spartans at Thermoplyae. But in Jackson’s case, defeat fled away from him
like shadows from the morning sun.) Sketch made in 1856 depicted the
climax of the British defeat at Jackson’s hands---

“After this climax of military success he was for a time employed on frontier
service, again went to Florida to fight Englishmen, practically conquering that
region in a few months, but this time with an overwhelming force. His
impetuosity had proved to have a troublesome side to it; he had violated
neutral territory, had hung two Indians without justification, and had put to
death, with no authority, two Englishmen, Armbrister and Arbuthnot. These
irregularities did not harm him in the judgment of his admirers, and helped
more than they hurt him. In 1823-1824 he was again chosen a Senator from
Tennessee. Thenceforth he was in the field as a candidate for the
Presidency.” (page 278)
“There was at that time (1824) no real division in parties. The Federalists
had been effectually put down, and every man who aspired to office claimed
to be Democratic Republican. Nominations were irregularly made,
sometimes by a Congressional caucus, sometimes by state legislatures.
Tennessee, and afterward Pennsylvania, nominated Jackson. When it came
to the vote, he proved to be by all odds the popular candidate. Professor
W.G. Sumner, counting up the vote of the people, finds 155,800 votes for
Jackson, 105,300 for Adams, 44,200 for Crawford, 46,000 for Clay. Even
with this strong popular vote before it, the House of Representatives,
balloting by States, elected on the first trial John Quincy Adams. Seldom in
our history has the cup of power come so near to the lips of a candidate and
been dashed away.”
“Yet nothing is surer in a republic than a certain swing of the pendulum,
afterward, in favor of any candidate to whom a special injustice has been
done, and in this case of a popular favorite like Jackson this might have been
foreseen to be irresistible. His election four years later was almost a
foregone conclusion but, as if to make it wholly sure, there came up the
rumor of a “corrupt bargain” between the successful candidate and Mr. Clay,
whose forces had indeed joined with those of Mr. Adams to make a majority.
For General Jackson there could be nothing more fortunate. The mere ghost

of a corrupt bargain is worth many thousand votes to the lucky man who
conjures up the ghost.” (page 278)
“Accordingly, the election of 1828 was easily settled. Jackson had 178
electoral votes; Adams but 83---more than two to one. Adams had not an
electoral vote south of the Potomac or west of the Alleghenies. In Georgia
no Adams ticket was even nominated.” (end page 278)
“Jackson was as vehemently attacked as Jefferson, and by the same class of
people, but the points of the criticism were wholly different. Those who
habitually denounced Jefferson for being timid in action were equally hard on
Jackson for BRIMMING OVER WITH SUPERFLUOUS COURAGE, and being
ready to slap every one in the face. The discrimination of charges was just.
A merely vague and blundering assailant would have been just as likely to
call Jackson a coward and Jefferson a fire-eater, which would have been
absurd. General Jackson was singularly free from hypocrisy or concealment.”
(end page 279)
On page 280 the unnamed author of the article on Jackson quoted a political
source concerning Andy’s inauguration on March 4, 1829--“Today we have had the inauguration. A monstrous crowd of people is in the
city. I never saw anything like it before. PERSONS HAVE COME FIVE
HUNDRED MILES TO SEE GENERAL JACKSON, and they really seem to
think that the country is rescued from some frightful danger.”
(The people who believed such conclusion, were exactly correct!)
“Sitting erect on his horse, a stiff type of military strength, he carried with
him in the streets a bearing of such dignity that staid old Bostonians who had
refused even to look upon him from their windows would finally be coaxed
into taking one peep, and would then hurriedly bring forward their little
daughters to wave their handkerchiefs. He wrought, Mr. Quincy declares, “a
mysterious charm upon old and young;” showed, although in feeble health, a
great consideration for others; and was in private a really agreeable
companion. It appears from these reminisces that the President was not
merely the cause of wit in others, but appreciated it himself.” (end page
280)
“There is little doubt that the Bank of the United States, under Nicholas
Biddle, concentrated in itself an enormous power; and it spent in four years,
by confession of its directors, $58,000 in what they called “self defense
against politicians.” When on July 10, 1832, General Jackson, in a message
supposed to have been inspired by Amos Kendall, vetoed the bill renewing
the charter of the bank, he performed an act of courage, taking counsel with
his instincts.” (page 282, end of article review)

Jackson withdrew government deposits from the central bank. In the
following Presidential term, Martin Van Buren, formerly Jackson’s Vice
President, consummated the handling of Federal finances with what was
called the “independent sub-Treasury system,” in which funds were held
directly by the Treasury. For details on Van Buren, refer to “Silver President
II in Archives. Let’s review some details from the 1938 reference work, “The
Life of Andrew Jackson” by Marquis James (who frequently quoted preexisting sources)--“While his men wrecked the furnishings of the house, the officer in command,
“in a very imperious tone” directed Andy to clean his boots. This order he
very promptly and positively refused, alleging that he expected such
treatment as a prisoner of war had a right to look for. The officer lifted his
sword and aimed a violent blow. The boy threw up his left hand. IT WAS
CUT TO THE BONE, AND A GASH ON HIS HEAD LEFT A WHITE SCAR
that Andrew Jackson carried through a long life. The wounded boy was
ordered to mount a horse and guide the English party to the house of a noted
Whig named Thompson. Threatened with death if he misled them, Andrew
started off in the proper direction. He knew that Thompson, if at home,
would be on lookout and prepared for flight.” (pages 25-26)
This took place in 1780 when Jackson was 13---

“By the road the party could have approached very near to the house without
being seen. But Andrew took a path through a field which brought the British
within sight of the house while half a mile away. Thompson saw them, and,
leaping on a horse, escaped by swimming a swollen creek. Andy paid for his
audacity by marching forty miles to Camden without a morsel of food or a
drop to drink. When he tried to slake his aching throat by scooping up a little
water from streams they would hustle their prisoner on. The British military

prison at Camden was the district jail house with a stockade around it.
Andrew was confined on the second floor of the house where the only food
was a scanty issue of stale bread once a day.” (page 26)
Jackson had boundless motivation to despise the armies of King George!
Almost 35 years later, trouncing them at New Orleans, he had to be
reflective of his miserable boyhood experiences at their hands, also causing
the death of his brother and mother. Had the British officer who struck him
realized the foe he was to become, our brightest national light would not
have fulfilled his destiny.
Over 34 years more recently than that episode, we find Jackson preparing to
defend a major port city against invasion. Undoubtedly the British intended
to continue marching towards Washington. But because of Jackson, their
plan was halted forever--“Panic threatened New Orleans. The enemy was on our coast with a
presumed force of ten thousand men; whilst all the forces we had yet to
oppose him amounted to no more than one thousand regulars and four
thousand militia. Two thousand militia would be about accurate. Jackson
galloped to his headquarters in Royal Street, and for thirty-six hours the
place shook with his tumultuous energy. Whipping up his strength by force
of will and an occasional sip of brandy, exhausted a corps of robust aides
with the dictation of orders, the enlistment, concentration, and dispatch of
troops, and the multitudinous details which before another sun had set were
to transform a frightened New Orleans into an armed camp.” (pages 210211)
Martial law was in effect as Jackson made plans to defeat the invasion.
When Jackson heard the British Villere’s plantation, he exclaimed--“By the Eternal, they shall not sleep on our soil!” (page 217)
Though the main and final battle for New Orleans didn’t take place till
January 8, 1815, it was preceded by some smaller but important battles.
One which took place on December 24, 1814 received these comments
(pages 226-227)--“Jackson displayed unusual generalship, first in his instantaneous decision to
attack, TURNING A SURPRISE INTO A COUNTER SURPRISE, A
PHENOMENON SO RARE THAT IT HAS NO NAME IN THE GLOSSARY OF
MILITARY TERMS. The inexorable Jacksonian will was unleashed---an
instrument by which he believed he could accomplish anything.”
Neither General George Patton, nor Audie Murphy, the most decorated
combat soldier in United States history, combined, had one iota of brilliance
or courage beyond that of Jackson! “Andy By God Jackson” is a line that you
hear spoken in reference to Mexican General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna in

John Wayne’s 1960 classic film (personally financed by Wayne), “The Alamo,”
concerning the epic battle in 1836, in which he starred as Davy Crockett.
One of Crockett’s men (actor Denver Pyle) exclaimed concerning the Mexican
general, “Who does he think he is, Andy by God Jackson?” Crockett himself
served under Jackson in the Creek Indian campaign of 1814---

In the Battle of New Orleans, one of Jackson’s officers, Brigadier General
David Morgan commanded 550 Louisiana militiamen (page 240).
“A breeze broke ragged patches in the fog---one more tragedy for
Packenham, a God send to the Americans. General Jackson was standing on
the parapet when a caprice of the wind unmasked the British advance. They
were immediately in front, not more than six hundred fifty yards away, and
headed straight for the point behind which Jackson had massed his reserve.
Andrew Jackson never forgot the sight that met his eyes. A heavy frost
embossed the cane stubble with silver. Across this shining carpet moved a
field of red tunics latticed by white cross-belts, and a pulsing hedge of
bayonets that gave an impression of infinity.” (page 244)
“The red line was within three hundred yards and coming at a run. Shells
from the center batteries furrowed the ranks. They closed up and came on.
Carroll’s and Coffee’s men pressed their cheeks to their rifle stocks, each
bringing his “bead” to bear above the belt plate of a British soldier. “Fire!” A
sheet of orange flame flared from the parapet. The ranks stepped down to
reload. Another took its place. “Fire!” The second rank gave way to the
third. “Fire!” The solid front of the British column was now a skirmish line.
But they came on. The shining field was red with British coats. Advancing
ranks tripped over them, the lines began to buckle, and open a ragged fire.”
“Never before,” related an English lieutenant, “had British veterans quailed.
But it would be silly to deny that they did so now. THAT LEADEN
TORRENT NO MAN ON EARTH COULD FACE. I had seen battlefields in
Spain and in the East, but nowhere such a scene as this.” (page 245)

“Fire! Load! Aim! Fire! There is British corroboration for Jackson’s
statement written on the field that his riflemen fired “with a briskness of
which there have been but few instances, perhaps in any country.” The last
order Packenham gave before he received his third and mortal wound was for
Lambert to throw in the reserve. But this officer decided the battle was
beyond redemption. As best he could he withdrew the whole British army
from the stricken field.” (page 246)
Of the conclusion that Jackson’s forces were, by and large, superior
marksmen to Packenham’s forces, there can be no doubt. Living on the
frontier in regions such as Tennessee, Kentucky and South Carolina, many of
them were forced to go into the forests hunting for their food. Squirrels,
rabbits, raccoons and possums are harder targets to hit than a man, being
much smaller and more highly mobile in trees and brushy areas. For
Jackson’s troops to hit their marks on redcoat soldiers, many of whom stood
over six feet tall, and none of whom were weaving about behind vegetation,
was a simplified matter. Additionally, a man in a stationary position may aim
more carefully than one walking or much less, running. For this reason,
most of the infantry advance was done by the British, which served Jackson’s
strategies perfectly. Another detail brought out by James, was the fact that
not everyone on Jackson’s lines had a rifle!
It is also well known that in November 1814 when Jackson arrived in New
Orleans, he arranged an alliance with the pirate Jean Lafitte, whose men
controlled a region called “Barataria.” In exchange for amnesty they would
contribute to the military effort against the British, whose numbers were
estimated as high as 14,450 seasoned troops. In 1817 Lafitte was run out of
Louisiana---

Others of French descent, and having cleaner backgrounds than Lafitte,
served under Jackson’s command. Major Jean Baptiste Plauche, commander
of the militia garrison of New Orleans---

Brother in law of the Duke of Wellington, General Sir Edward Michael
Packenham, killed in his 36th year by Andy By God Jackson’s troops and sent
back to London in a casket of rum---

“At half past eight the American infantry ceased to fire. The batteries ceased
at two. The silvery carpet had changed back to gray cane stubble. “I never
had,” said General Jackson, “so grand and awful an idea of the resurrection
as when I saw more than five hundred Britons emerging from the heaps of
their dead comrades, all over the plain rising up, and coming forward as
prisoners.” Andrew Jackson was not called a religious man, but when he
looked down upon those British dead and heard the report that his own loss
was seven killed, six wounded, his heart was filled with awe and his mind
with wonder. “The unerring hand of providence shielded my men.” (page
247)
Marquis James called Jackson’s victory “almost incomprehensible” (page
247.) The 1940 Who’s Who, page 1377, shows that Marquis James was on
the editorial board of American Legion Magazine, 1923-1932. Therefore, he
may have been favorably predisposed to admire Jackson’s military prowess.

“The entire destruction of a British army had been an accomplishment for
which General Jackson lived since he was thirteen years old. In matters
small and large his generalship was excellent and considerably superior to
that of the English. AS TO FIGHTING QUALITIES THERE WAS NO
COMPARISON.” (page 248)

A snippet from Johnny Horton’s 1959 hit “The Battle of New Orleans”--“We looked down the river and we've seen the British come
and there must have been a hunnerd of 'em beatin on the drum.
They stepped so high and they made their bugles ring
but we stood behind our cotton bales 'n' didn't say a thing.
Ol' Hickory said we could take 'em by surprise
if we didn't fire our muskets 'till we looked 'em in the eyes.
We held our fire 'till we seed their faces well
then we opened up the squirrel guns and really gave em hell!”

(Pose by Jackson at his Tennessee estate in 1820, commemorating his
brilliant victory over the British.)
Fast forwarding to page 554 we read---

“Hope of national survival seemed to rest on the issue of a collision
impending somewhere near New Orleans between THE MIGHTIEST
MILITARY EXPEDITION EUROPE EVER SENT TO THE NEW WORLD, and
a picked-up army led by a gaunt Indian fighter who had hardly seen the face
of a civilized foe.”
Chalmette National Cemetery is a 17.5-acre strip of land that is adjacent to
the site of the Battle of New Orleans along the Mississippi River in Chalmette,
Louisiana. The name derives from that of a French settler, Martin de Lino de
Chalmette who originally owned the acreage. The cemetery, which is closed
to future burials, has more than 15,300 interments from every major U.S.
conflicts dating to the Civil War and earlier and since to Vietnam. There is a
monument on the site in remembrance of the epic battle---

Even the notable British leader Winston Churchill said--"Never in the field of human conflict were so many killed with so
few casualties on the opposing side."
The spirit of Andrew Jackson is that of the underdog who trounces an
opponent rated far more formidable than himself. He was a hornet of a man
and had the courage of a wolverine! Image by James Barton Longacre---

Jackson served as Territorial Governor of Florida from March through
November 1821, after gaining control of the region---

Turning now to General Jackson’s monetary battles--“In Kentucky bargains of every character awaited the purchaser so fortunate
as to possess real money. The collapse in 1819 of the wildcat bank and
PAPER CURRENCY CRAZE intensified the financial depression in the Ohio
River Valley and the Southwest. This proved a lesson to most states, but not
to Kentucky where debtors had taken charge of the Legislature. A replevin
law was enacted, a new state bank erected on the ruins of the old, and its
paper styled “legal tender.” THIS MONEY IMMEDIATELY FELL TO FIFTY
CENTS ON THE DOLLAR and, when a justice of the Supreme Court declared
the replevin law unconstitutional, he was hauled before the Legislature for
removal, (end page 340) which was the beginning of a long course of judgebreaking in Kentucky. Nearly every instinct and interest of Andrew Jackson’s
long life set him in opposition to this undisciplined rising of the masses. As a
former judge, A SOUND MONEY MAN and a creditor rather than a debtor,
the shrewd old frontier aristocrat was anxious.” (page 341)
(Yes paper notes can be counted on to fall in value; how many cases of such
are necessary to convince our university economics professors? Or is it they
forfeit their posts if they acknowledge truth? Many of them have authored
textbooks deriding Jackson’s closure of the Bank. The Money Power never
stops trying to buy off those who will sell their soul! As for Jackson being a
creditor, James noted, page 306, that in one action in 1819, Jackson called in
the notes of 129 debtors.)
“The conduct of Kentucky augurs the destruction of our republican
government---for let me tell you that all the rights secured to the citizens
under the Constitution are worth nothing, except guaranteed to them by a
virtuous and independent Judiciary unimpaired by faction or the demagogues
of the day.” (Jackson in letter to a Mr. Donelson, page 341)

(Replevin refers to an action to take possession of collateral, or to recover
property wrongly held.) More on Jackson (page 369)--“All his life Andrew Jackson had been something of a law unto himself,
stripping of their usual authority the conventions that governed the
commonality of mankind. It was so with Jackson the candidate. Thus far he
had said that he did not wish the office and would do nothing to obtain it, but
if elected, he would serve from a sense of duty. He said no more and this
Roman reticence became more formidable than all the words of his fretting
rivals. What call for words from one whose deeds shaped so large? Did not
the world know Andrew Jackson to be infallible in decision and instantaneous
in action; that VICTORY WAS HIS HABIT and the republic’s glory his
diadem? A corps of the ablest politicians of the day was silently surrounding
Jackson. They caught the possibilities of their man’s unique deportment.
They offered an axiom---Old Hickory, the Nation’s Hero and the People’s
Friend.”
“Already a legend was in the making as the masses displayed their unruly
determination to accept the infallibility of the Hero. Primitive courage and a
gift of leadership which animated followers to deeds beyond their strength
made it, in the words of a vexed North Carolinian, “difficult to electioneer
against General Jackson.” (page 401)
A forceful personality? Jackson had it plus! Jackson was swept into office by
a proverbial landslide and served as President, 1829-1837 (Inauguration in
1828 followed by Oath of Office 1829)---

Let’s review some details concerning Andy By God Jackson and his winning
battle against the United States Bank! (page 553)--“A tall and still room in a replica of a Greek temple facing Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, sheltered another man who pondered the affairs of the Bank of
the United States---Nicholas Biddle, his imaginative mind emboldened by
success. After eight years as the presiding officer of that institution, Nicholas
Biddle could contemplate a record of singular achievement. Through its
twenty seven branches and agencies, THE BANK OF THE UNITED STATES
RULED THE COMMERCE, THE INDUSTRY, THE AGRICULTURE OF A
NATION; and Biddle ruled the bank. His control of the circulating medium
was nearly absolute. BY EXPANDING OR CONTRACTING CREDITS HE
COULD MAKE MONEY PLENTIFUL OR SCARCE, BUSINESS BRISK OR
DULL IN ANY LOCALITY IN THE LAND. NOTHING SHORT OF A
DECLARATION OF WAR COULD AFFECT THE EVERYDAY CONCERNS OF
AMERICANS AS PROFOUNDLY AS THIS MAN COULD AFFECT THEM BY
THE STROKE OF THE PEN.”
Biddle spent time in London (page 554) and drew funds from Barings in
London (pages 585-586). The Bank was truly an extension of the World
Money Power, based in London. Although this 972 page book by Marquis
James is a monument of scholarly investigation, it is most strange that it
contains no mention of Stephen Girard; Eleuthere Du Pont; and especially,
John Jacob Astor---main domestic powers in the Bank, most notably Astor.
Biddle was but the front man for the enterprise, and it was linked to the
Crown and its bankers, the Rothschilds and Barings. Stephen Girard (17501831, main domestic power in the first Bank of the United States, board
member of the second Bank, 1816-1831, known British collaborator during
the Revolutionary War)---(maybe someone flung a rotten egg at his
portrait)---

“The terms of this institution’s charter favored a revival of the Hamiltonian
ideal of concentrating control of the financial affairs of the people of the
United States in the hands of a few men.” (page 554)
(Just like the Federal Reserve System today, which as we abundantly see, is
not the first central bank on our soil!)
“Broad as was its charter, Biddle enlarged the domination of his bank beyond
anything intended by the compact. While the charter specified no limit to the
currency of the bank, the provision that each note must be signed by the
bank’s president was calculated to keep down this circulation. Biddle got
around the restriction by devising “branch drafts.” In appearance these
drafts looked so much like notes of the parent bank in Philadelphia that
Biddle said not one person in a thousand knew the difference. Actually they
were checks on the parent bank drawn by the cashiers of branches and
endorsed “to bearer.” The Government received branch drafts in payment
for public obligations and they circulated as money. IN THEORY THE
DRAFTS WERE REDEEMABLE IN SPECIE, THOUGH IN PRACTICE THE
BANK MADE THIS DIFFICULT, thus stretching its charter again.”
(The war on silver and gold as money has existed for many generations
because in order to be money “creators,” finite precious metals must be
abandoned for paper and now, electronic credits. Whoever we allow to
create funny money, we permit to rule our lives to our detriment!)
“Redemption at par was possible only at the branch of origin. The bank
would place these drafts in circulation in places remote from their places of
origin, Western drafts being released in the East and vice versa, SO THAT A
HOLDER WISHING COIN WAS PUT TO THE EXPENSE OF
TRANSPORTING ACROSS THE COUNTRY BOTH THE NOTES AND THE
SPECIE RECEIVED IN RETURN. As a result he usually cashed them
locally, at a discount. Thus the great bank was able to expand its paper
issues beyond anything permitted to a state bank.” (page 555)

(Gee, banxters have any number of conniving tricks, eh? It’s like a game in
New York where we have to run the ball to the West coast for a touchdown!
Forgive me for making reference to sports!)
“In 1830 Nicholas Biddle suddenly made credit easy in the section where the
bank was politically weakest.” (page 586)
In December 1831 Biddle made an attempt to dictate to Jackson what his
paragraph on the bank should consist of, in his annual message (page 588).
That was more audacious than if the COMEX tried to send Ted Butler scripted
material. It is certain that Jackson would not view the COMEX any differently
than he viewed the Bank. Its silver operations convincingly appear to be a
tentacle of the Federal Reserve System.
No wonder Jackson said (referenced to original source on page 873)--“The bank, Mr. Van Buren, IS TRYING TO KILL ME, BUT I WILL KILL IT!”

“The bank tried to frighten borrowers, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF A FEW
PREFERRED EDITORS AND STATESMEN. In August 1832 Jackson went to
Tennessee, making part of the journey on horseback. WAYSIDE BILLS
WERE PAID IN GOLD, WHICH THE BANK IN THE FOLLIES OF OVEREXPANSION HAD AMOST DRIVEN FROM CIRCULATION. “NO MORE
PAPER MONEY, YOU SEE, FELLOW CITIZENS, IF I CAN ONLY PUT
DOWN THIS NICHOLAS BIDDLE AND HIS MONSTER BANK.” (page
606, reference for original quotation on page 872) Jackson would prefer his
likeness on minted coins of precious metal, rather than on the shady
unbacked notes of the Federal Reserve, descendant of the second Bank of
the United States!

“Weary as the old man was, his meditations ranged a bold course. Jackson
pondered a dramatic seizure of the initiative, striking the bank a disabling
blow before it should strike him. The blow contemplated nothing less than
the withdrawal of Government deposits, in defiance of the House resolution.
Incensed, Jackson told the Cabinet he believed the bank unsafe and asked
which would be the better course, to seek the revocation of its charter or to
remove the Government deposits.” (pages 629-630
(It is certain that Jackson intended to do both, and in the only sequence
possible; first, withdrawal of the deposits; second, to veto renewal of the
charter. He accomplished both objectives in decisive manner.)
“General Jackson was correct in the assumption that this performance
revealed a compact between Clay and Calhoun for the purpose of
rechartering the bank. As soon as Clay had slept off the effects of that all
night tour of legislative duty, a letter went to Nicholas Biddle---“I do believe
if we had two weeks more to go we could have renewed the charter in spite
of all vetoes.” A North Carolina congressman assured the banker that after
the House vote. Jackson would not dare to remove the deposits. Nor was
Old Hickory on the wrong scent when he spoke of “the corrupting influence of
the bank” in this regard.” (page 631)
But remove the deposits from the Bank Jackson did, with Roger Taney his
Treasury Secretary executing the Presidential directive---

(Nicholas Biddle was appropriately cast in the role of Satan! Frank Blair,
editor of the Washington Globe, called Biddle “Czar Nicholas” in recognition
of Biddle’s power seeker status---page 606.)
“Representative John Watmough asked Biddle to show Congressman
Verplanck “some attentions” during his passage through Philadelphia on his
way home to New York; “to reinstate old Gilmore (a Representative from
Pennsylvania) on his feet;” and to advance Representative Clayton of Georgia
three thousand dollars “as the only means of preventing the terrible
mischiefs which such men have it in their power to perpetrate.” Clayton,
previously active against the bank, had grown cool toward the
Administration. After this Mr. Watmough spoke for himself. “I write you in
the greatest possible state of distress.” MR. BIDDLE PROVIDED TWELVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS TO RELIEVE IT.” (page 631)
“These and other generosities seem to have endowed the banker with an
underground notoriety as a soft touch. An editor wrote for two hundred
dollars; a pamphleteer for five hundred---each on the plea that he had been
“useful” to the bank. Duff Green rated (end page 631) his services higher;
and General Jackson heard that the editor of the Telegraph had been allowed
to overdraw his account ten thousand dollars. The turn of affairs fortified
Jackson’s conviction that the bank should go---and by the shortest
practicable route. The events of the year past had, and with reason, tended
to confirm Old Hickory’s basic objections to the bank as a consolidation of
power prejudicial to the purity of government and indifferent to the welfare
of the plain people.” (page 632)
(Duff Green owned the United States Telegraph newspaper in Washington
D.C. After spring 1831, he stopped being a Jackson supporter. Why is not
difficult to guess! In 1849 Green put over a scam on Mexico in the Treaty Of
Guadalupe Hidalgo, in which the United States would not have to render
compensation to Mexico in precious metal! Evidently Green learned from
Biddle’s book of banking tricks! Under this treaty, the United States acquired
large sections of southern Arizona and New Mexico.)
On page 647 Marquis James made reference to--“…fear of the retaliatory power of Nicholas Biddle, who was making ready to
strike back in earnest. As a sample of what he could do, THE SCREWS
WERE PUT ON BOSTON. In the face of a need by local merchants for a
million dollars to pay duties on cargoes then at the wharves, the Bank of the
United States discounted discounts and demanded the return of its balances
in the state banks. This so greatly crippled the state banks to which the
importers applied that unless relief were forthcoming some of the mercantile
houses would have to suspend.” (page 647)
“If Martin Van Buren could write a seductive letter, Roger Taney could write
one that was more so. The Attorney General said he did not close his eyes to

developments which had “greatly strengthened the bank and increased the
difficulties to be surmounted by the Executive.” Nor did he overlook the fact
that if virtue were to prevail and vice be overthrown, it would be at the
hands of Andrew Jackson because no other President would have the courage
to carry to the death a fight with Nicholas Biddle. Still, the Attorney General
would not press the issue upon his chief. “I should feel deeply mortified if
after so many splendid victories, civil and military, you should in the last
term of your public life meet defeat.” The safe thing would be not to risk it.
Taney would not presume to advise the President as to which course to take.
But in case Jackson wished to continue the fight, and to transfer the deposits
now, he could count on Taney to stand by him.” (page 648)
Roger Brooke Taney was Attorney General, 1831-1833; Treasury Secretary,
1833-1834; and Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, 1836-1864. As
Treasury Secretary, Taney carried out Jackson’s order that Federal funds be
withdrawn from Biddle’s Bank of the United States---

“Armed with stronger evidence than ever of the bank’s moral unfitness--MORE SECRET LOANS TO CONGRESSMEN, more editors (including James
Gordon Bennett) “bought up” SIXTY THOUSAND DOLLARS TO PRINTERS
FOR PROPAGANDA, light on the Asbury Dickens deal---Jackson summoned
his Cabinet on September 10, 1833. The President said the Government
would change depositories on October 1.” (page 649)
William J. Duane (1780-1865) was Treasury Secretary when Jackson directed
this order. Duane refused, and was removed from his post---

As a matter of fact, Louis McLane, Duane’s predecessor, also refused the
same order and was also removed. Was there a “fix” in at the Treasury
Department? It would appear the answer is definitely affirmative. Marquis
James had this to say (page 649)--“Duane refused to sign an order discontinuing deposits in the Bank of the
United States and he refused to resign. Had Mr. Duane been an officer of the
bank, it is difficult to see how he could have served Mr. Biddle better. AN
INTERESTING FACT IS THAT THE BANKER KNEW SIX WEEKS IN
ADVANCE ALMOST PRECISELY THE EXASPERATING LINE THE
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY INTENDED TO TAKE WITH HIS
CHIEF.” (page 649, with reference to “Papers of Nicholas Biddle,” notes on
chapter XXXVI, page 877)
What do you suppose was Jackson’s response to Duane’s refusal to comply
with his lawful orders, then to refuse additionally to resign his post due to
gross insubordination? I have not found any specific account, but we may
safely assume based on knowledge of Jackson’s character, that Duane was
cursed loudly and threatened with arrest should he attempt to continue to
call himself Secretary of the Treasury. Jackson depicted in 1835---

“Nicholas Biddle turned the screws of credit tighter, not in Boston alone but
throughout the East, the West and the South. Every day of delay
strengthened his hands and weakened those of the President. Not even in
his bed chamber could Jackson find refuge from the incessant pressure, W.B.
Lewis accosting him there to palliate the behavior of Duane and urge a
postponement until Congress should meet. “No sir,” the General flashed
back. “If the bank keeps the deposits until then no power can prevent it
from obtaining a charter---IT WILL HAVE IT IF IT HAS TO BUY UP
CONGRESS.” (page 649)
(Considering that the present Congress keeps raising the debt ceiling and
won’t reign in the Fed, what can we believe except they too are bought?
That, in addition to being afflicted with innate cowardice and a complete lack
of humanity.) Portrait of Jackson by D.M. Carter---

“Nicholas Biddle thought Jackson would not dare to go that far, but,
foresightedly enough, the banker had long and carefully prepared for any
eventuality. He placed his bank in tip-top share and slyly drawn state banks
into its debt. These astute measures were counted on to break up the
removal campaign in its early stages. “When we begin,” he told the head of
his New York branch, “we shall crush the Cabinet at once.” On October 1 Mr.
Biddle turned the screws again, and hardest in the West and the South.
Discounts were further reduced, more balances against state banks called in,
the receipt of the notes of state banks restricted, bills of exchange limited to
sixty days, exchange rates raised and rigged in favor of the East to draw
capital in that direction. Sixteen days later Western offices were required to
squeeze their communities tighter still.” (page 650)
(This is reminiscent of a lousy article sponsored by the paper money mob
and the silver users, which appeared in Harper’s Magazine, May 1950, pages
98-100, in which the author claimed that if the West needed more money it
could appeal to the Federal Reserve Bank---that it should forget about
silver!)
“The bank claimed these harsh measures necessary to its security, and this
false statement contained a deceptive element of truth. Some contraction
was necessary, the exact extent of which probably no two persons could
have agreed on. Under the cover of this necessity Biddle went far and away
beyond anything required by conservative banking. At the outset his bank
was in an exceptionally strong position. On October 1, Government money
in its vaults amounted to nine million eight hundred and sixty eight thousand
dollars, to be drawn out gradually over a period of several months. THE
BANKER’S DELIBERATE PURPOSE WAS TO MAKE PEOPLE SUFFER, to
bring upon the Administration a storm of protest by the threat of panic and,
if that did not suffice, by panic in fact. The blame, he felt, would fall on
Jackson and ruin him.” (page 650)
(There are tons of economics textbooks on the shelves of university libraries;
the great majority of these, if they have commentary on the Bank of the
United States, state that Jackson made a mistake closing it down. They say
the bank was a good thing and it was a setback to national progress that the
ignorant Jackson got rid of it. An investigation into the publishers of these
books, if undertaken, will demonstrate they had interlocking directors with
major banks known to be shareholders in the Federal Reserve System!
Additionally, the professors who wrote such volumes are frequently to be
found to have received fellowships and foundation grants from sources
controlled by the Paper Money Mob! False information is critical in
maintaining power for the money “creators.” In contrast, most of us who
visit precious metals sites have more respect for the miners who make gold
and silver available to society.)

“The repressive proceedings of the great bank were bearing fruit. Commerce
slackened, industry drooped, prices of securities and of agricultural products
slumped; hands were laid off; wages cut; GOLD AND SILVER WERE
HOARDED; money rates climbed from eight to twenty-five percent and
business houses began to go to the wall.” (page 652)
“Biddle beat the drums and let the people know. More manna for
Congressmen; editors and pamphleteers quickened the spread of his gospel.
The waters of public discontent began to rise and some of Jackson’s personal
followers to fall away. Clayton of Georgia, House leader of the anti-bank
forces in 1831, ACCEPTED A LOAN AND APOLOGIZED FOR HIS ERROR.
The banker’s hireling, Representative Watmough of Pennsylvania, was in
receipt of a fresh accommodation of sixteen hundred and fifty dollars.” (page
652)
“The bank was strong and arrogant, and public distress was nearing the
panic stage. FRIGHTENED HOARDERS VIRTUALLY WITHDREW THE
STOCK OF PRECIOUS METALS FROM CIRCULATION.” (page 653)
(In times of currency crisis there is always attempt to flight into precious
metals. No Government assurances concerning paper money are sufficient
to maintain confidence!)
“In February of 1834 the bank fight reached the zenith of its fury. Flying the
flag of no quarter, Nicholas Biddle threw his reserves into the effort to bring
the country to its knees, and with it Andrew Jackson. The white-haired
President, ill and rarely free from pain for an hour, COUNTER-ATTACKED
SO SAVAGELY that it seemed to some as if the gods were about their
business of making mad one whom they marked for destruction.” (page
664)
(Marquis James was not entirely fair in his views on Jackson. I seriously
doubt that the General was ever unbalanced or confused, in spite of the
serious wounds he sustained across earlier years on the battlefield and more
so in duels. It was these wounds that were the source of his chronic pain.
One of these pre-dated the Battle of New Orleans by almost nine years; yet,
it did not prevent his sensational victory due to superior tactics. Jackson
knew he was not in a pillow fight with Biddle! Now as President and in his
late sixties, his red hair having turned gray, he was still in absolute
possession of his mental acuity. Indeed, Jackson retained it till the summer
of 1845, when death greeted him in retirement.)
“The bank’s agents asked Governor George Wolf of Pennsylvania to address a
strong pro-bank message to the Legislature. So confident was Biddle of
Wolf’s continued friendship, and so little did he do to retain it, that the State
of Pennsylvania found it impossible to borrow three hundred thousand
dollars. Incensed, Wolfe denounced the bank for trying to bludgeon from
Congress a charter and a return of deposits “BY BRINGING

INDISCRIMINATE RUIN ON AN UNOFFENDING COMMUNITY.” (page
672, reference from Niles Register, Baltimore, March 8, 1834)
“The effect was electrical. Unmindful of Biddle’s hysterical threats, the Upper
House of the Pennsylvania Legislature adopted resolutions declaring (1) “That
the present Bank of the United States ought not to be rechartered by
Congress;” and (2) “That the Government deposits ought not to be restored.”
(page 672)
“So ended a black week, beginning with the message of Governor Wolf.
Biddle was no longer a jaunty aristocrat conscious of his power, but a
cornered man. He hesitated, he blundered. He told King that he would have
eased the plight of New York before this except for the action of the
Governor of Pennsylvania. New York must continue to suffer because
Pennsylvania abused the bank. Fatal admission. The mask was off,
revealing Biddle and his panic in their true colors. The bank had said much
of the one-man rule of Andrew Jackson. What of the one-man rule of
Nicholas Biddle? WHAT OTHER MODERN PROTOTYPE OF ROBBER
BARON HAS HAD THE POWER TO BE SO RUTHLESS AND SO CALLOUS
ON SO LARGE SCALE?”
(James G. King was leader of a group of New York merchants.)
“Mr. King coolly replied that the banker’s reason for withholding relief “would
not be deemed sufficient for our community.” THE EVIL OF BIDDLE’S
OWN CONDUCT WAS BEYOND REPAIR ENTIRELY. THE BANK’S
GOOSE WAS COOKED.” (page 673)
“General Jackson expressed his thanks to Governor Wolf of Pennsylvania. “It
was to have been hoped that our past experience had sufficiently
demonstrated the futility of all attempts, however formidable in their
character or source, to control the popular will. But there are unfortunately
too many amongst us who are not only destitute of knowledge of the people,
but who seem wholly incapable of acquiring it.” This precise statement of the
crowning weakness of Nicholas Biddle’s temperament contained nothing to
indicate the part that Andrew Jackson’s generalship played in making that
weakness serve the people’s ends.” (page 673) Jackson monument in
Washington D.C.---

“In the weeks of March, 1834, the retreat of the bank’s forces in Congress
became a rout. Biddle met his Waterloo, a Pennsylvania Senator exclaimed,
with only himself to blame. The Pennsylvania delegation, led by the
Senators, deserted. Everywhere the lines gave way. Too late Calhoun
repudiated the self-centered leadership of Clay and introduced bills for
recharter on a temporary basis. Clay knew the bank was gone, but enough
life remained to serve the purposes of the Kentuckian’s private feud with the
Administration.” (page 673)
(Can you picture a President today getting rid of the Federal Reserve
System? That’s what happened in the Jackson administration! A
Congressional approach is more feasible.)
“James K. Polk, Chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means, on April 4,
1834, reported sweeping resolutions---(1) “That the Bank of the United
States ought not to be rechartered. (2) That the public deposits ought not to
be restored.”
(Congress additionally designated a House committee to investigate the
bank’s dealings.) James K. Polk, who became President, 1845-1849, was a
monetary ally of Jackson---

“The history of this day,” wrote one of Biddle’s directors who observed the
scene, “should be blotted from the annals of the Republic. The Chief
Magistrate of the United States seized the public Treasure, in violation of the
law of the land; and the Representatives of the people have confirmed the
deed!” Jackson’s comment was briefer. “I have obtained a glorious
triumph,” he said in a letter otherwise dealing with a proposal to bring out a
biography of General John Coffee.” (page 675)
(Following the reference to the unnamed director of the Bank, we observe on
page 879 that his name was John Connell; letter dated April 4, 1834.
Interesting the similarity of that name with that of John Connally, Treasury
Secretary 1971-1972 who afterwards became a Mellon Foundation trustee.
Other than that, I have found no details on the 1834 fellow; probably he was
there as an agent for another. I don’t know what you could compare his
accusations against Jackson to! It’s like; a home invader drives you into the
street, and then brands you a burglar! John Coffee married Mary Donelson,
of the same family Jackson married into.)
“Disobeying a subpoena to produce the banks books and defying arrest,
Biddle defeated the attempted investigation. The net result was to confirm in
the popular belief all the Administration charges. In June Henry Clay did
what Biddle hoped he would do in December and laid before the Senate a
resolution asking for a restoration of deposits. The resolution was adopted
and went to the House. A desperate gambler’s hope glowed in the breast of
Nicholas Biddle. Casting ordinary precautions aside, he made the frankest
offer of all to exchange the bank’s money for political support, promising
Louisiana two million dollars in relief loans in return for eleven votes which
he thought were needed to pass the resolution in the House. The banker was
wasting his time. The House spoke on April 4. It laid the Clay resolution on
the table.” (page 675)
(Knowing Jackson’s personality I don’t see how even an arch-criminal like
Biddle could have defied a subpoena or escaped arrest. Seems like Jackson
would have dispatched a detachment of armed troops to seize the bank’s
books and rush Biddle to jail wearing irons. Strangely, details on this matter
appear to be absent. Possibly some type of postponement was arranged.)
Central banking agitator Henry Clay with eyes like a stinging wasp (17771852)---

“Biddle could look adversity in the face, though not with the composure of
Andrew Jackson. He knew this. Instinctively and from the first this man, in
whom the quiet tastes of an esthete joined the reckless courage of a
marauder---felt Jackson the superior being. His whole conduct betrays it,
and betrays more---a nervous anxiety to preserve face, to overmaster
Jackson as he had overmastered every other man who stood in his way.”
(page 680)
(Biddle had as much chance of knocking out Rocky Marciano as of having his
way over Andy By God Jackson! Jackson was such a tornado of a man in
military, political, and economic affairs, that we have not seen his equal
since!)
“By autumn of 1834, Biddle had sufficiently recovered from the debacle of
the spring preceding to try to quietly turn the fall elections in favor of the
bank. He backed the Whigs. (Clay’s party dropped the name, National
Republicans, and the Jacksonians called themselves Democrats.) But the
Administration forces kept the initiative. THE COINAGE OF GOLD HAD
BEEN RESUMED THAT SUMMER. “JACKSON’S YELLOW BOYS,” they
called the glittering pieces.” (page 680)

(What could Biddle’s fiat paper notes have been called? How about “Nicky’s
inky combustibles?”)

What do you think would Jackson’s response have been to FDR’s order that
Americans could no longer own gold? An invitation to a duel! Could it have
taken place, it takes no imagination to suppose the loser’s identity. In one
duel, on May 30, 1806, fought over an insult to Jackson’s wife, Andrew took
a hit in the chest near his heart, but remained composed, and shot his
adversary Charles Dickinson dead! He bled until his left boot was filled with
blood. This bullet was never removed and was a source of intermittent
sickness to Andy. An ordinary man would have found this too distracting to
take on the burdens of public service. Another battle in 1813 occasioned him
to take wounds in his left arm and shoulder. Doctors wanted to amputate his
arm, but Jackson refused (James, page 154) and he regained full function.
Thirty-four days after being shot twice, Jackson was commanding troops on
the battlefield! Talk about a man who would not quit!
According to www.doctorzebra.com/prez/g07.htm--“In January 1832, Dr. Thomas Harris, chief of the Navy's Bureau of
Medicine, was summoned to the White House to remove the bullet. "No
anesthesia was available, of course, so Jackson simply bared his arm, gritted
his jaws and said `Go ahead.' The surgeon made an incision, squeezed the
arm, and out popped [the bullet]." Jackson's health improved at once, which
has led to speculation that the bullet was causing or contributing to lead
poisoning, for which there is some evidence.”
Returning to Marquis James accounts of Jackson and his times--“Democratic speakers were provided with long green purses to jingle before
the crowds as they flayed the bank. RIOTS STARTLED THE CITIES.
Sending his wife and children to the country on election night, BIDDLE
FILLED HIS RESIDENCE AND THE CHESTNUT STREET TEMPLE WITH
ARMED MEN. He himself stood guard until dawn when he learned that the
Democrats everywhere had been victorious. “We bet largely,” a field captain
wrote in, “all the money you sent us, hoping by that means we might
influence the election. But we have not succeeded. ALMOST ALL THE

ANTI-BANK MEMBERS OF CONGRESS ELECTED! ALL HOPE IS NOW IN
BRIBERY! Confessing final defeat, he turned to the task of selling the
branches of the Bank of the United States, preparatory to winding up its
affairs on the date of the expiration of the charter, March 3, 1836.” (page
680)
(Actually, after this, the Bank retreated to Pennsylvania state bank status,
where it bribed the Legislature to get a charter. Then it started recirculating
its retired notes! See “The Silver President” in Archives for details. Biddle’s
banking ambitions finally ceased in 1841, and he passed away in 1844. He
was a founding trustee of Girard College). Let’s take a look at the attempted
assassination against Jackson (pages 685-686)--“On January 30, 1835, General Jackson visited the House chamber to attend
funeral services for the late Warren R. Davis of South Carolina. The
chaplain’s sermon was that life is uncertain, particularly for the aged. “There
sat the gray-haired President,” wrote a visitor, “looking scarcely able to go
through this ceremonial.” The discourse finished, he filed past the casket
and with the Cabinet descended to the rotunda of the Capitol.”
“A stranger, his face covered by a thick black beard, was standing six feet
away. No one noticed him draw the small, bright pistol he aimed at the
Executive but, as he pressed the trigger, the report rang through the stone
chamber like a rifle shot. Calmly the man produced another pistol. Jackson
was one of the first to realize what was happening. Clubbing his cane he
started for the man. “Crack!” went the second weapon. Old Hickory lunged
at his assailant, but a young officer reached the man first.”
“The President was unharmed. Only the caps of the pistols had exploded,
the charges failing to go off, although the weapons had been properly loaded
“with fine glazed dueling powder and ball.” Jack Donelson recapped one and
squeezed the trigger. It fired perfectly. An expert on small arms calculated
that THE CHANCE OF TWO SUCCESSIVE MISFIRES WAS ONE IN ONE
HUNDRED AND TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND. (end page 685).
According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Lawrence --“Lawrence's unsuccessful attempts had drawn the attention of the crowd and
he was quickly wrestled into submission by those present (including
Congressman Davy Crockett.) It is reported that Jackson assisted in
subduing his attempted assassin, striking him several times with his cane.”
On April 11, 1835, Lawrence was brought bound before Judge William Cranch
(1769-1855) of the circuit court in Washington. The prosecutor was Francis
Scott Key, who defended one of Jackson’s closest associates (see in details
concerning Sam Houston, to follow). Lawrence was found insane and spent
the rest of his life in insane asylums. Magistrate Judge Cranch after
retirement from the court---

Continuing with Marquis James, page 686--“Rushing to the White House to congratulate the President on his
narrowest escape from death, Martin Van Buren found him with the Donelson
children in his lap, talking of something else to Major General Winfield Scott.”

(This is reminiscent on Van Buren’s part to Jackson’s response to his
unnaturally low casualty count at the Battle of New Orleans. A more
complete account of this assassination attempt by Englishman Richard
Lawrence, and indications of a payoff on the part of Biddle to the would be
assassin, appears in “The Greatest Right.”) Picture this---just minutes after
someone tries twice to gun you down, you are calmly discussing a different
subject with one of your military commanders. Danger and Jackson were old
companions; it was nothing new. He must have had several dozen close
encounters with death over the years of his military and public service.
Timidity, cowardice, indecision, failure, corruptibility---these were traits of
which Jackson had in lower proportion than byproduct metal in four-niner
silver! Jackson was as far away from being a wet firecracker as an H-bomb
is from a boy’s cap gun charge. The Donelsons were Jackson’s in laws and
founded the city of Nashville. His wife Rachel died just before he became
President, of a stroke (some sources say heart attack). Jackson was
convinced the stress of the campaign, in which the opposition slung mud at

him as an adulterer, killed her. He was a widower in his terms of office. He
had one adopted son, Andrew Jr. Her death was on December 22, 1828, and
over 10,000 mourners attended the funeral---

After Jackson threw the last shovel of dirt on the Bank’s grave, so to speak,
we see (page 690)--“In the field of public finance General Jackson was able to pay the final
installment of the national debt. Owing no one and with a surplus in its
treasury, THIS GOVERNMENT ENJOYED A FISCAL STANDING UNIQUE
IN THE HISTORY OF THE MODERN WORLD.”
(This feat would not have been possible if the Bank had been allowed to
continue to function. Just like the Fed today, its purpose was to create
indebtedness on a deadly scale. You can only imagine what Jackson, peering
down from Eternity, would have to say about the national debt today, and
the flood of unhealthy paper notes coming from the central bank. Yet so
complete was Jackson’s triumph in his time, that we did not have another
British affiliated central bank fastened upon us until almost 77 years later. It
must be noted, however, that President John Tyler also played a decisive role
in preventing another central bank from being inflicted on Americans a few
years later. Please refer to “The Temper Tantrum” here in Archives).
www.wikipedia.org has a concise summary of Jackson’s views on the
bank--“It concentrated an excessive amount of the nation's financial strength into a
single institution; it exposed the government to control by foreign interests;
it served mainly to make the rich richer; it exercised too much control over
members of Congress.”
Marquis James had this to say on the Panic of 1837, which took place just
after Jackson’s vice president, Martin Van Buren, became President (the
propaganda mills were blaming the panic on Jackson’s Specie Circular, issued
on July 11, 1836, declaring that Federal lands could only be purchased with
gold or silver coin)---

“This incorrect view was destined for a long survival and is still widely held.
Far from causing the crash, Jackson’s measures rendered that catastrophe
less severe than it would otherwise have been. In 1836 things began to
tighten abroad. The Specie Circular counteracted this movement, tending to
keep coin at home and definitely checking the lavish use of paper here. But
for that Circular, the disastrous reckoning might have been deferred at the
expense of greater loss when it came.”
When the banks suspended specie payments in May 1837, the crisis of
confidence was full-blown. The new President, Martin Van Buren (profiled
here last December), did the right thing and ordered that no payments to the
Government could be received in any form other than Constitutionally lawful
currency---gold and silver. Biddle obnoxiously tried to get Van Buren to
countermand the Specie Circular, and had the door slammed in his face!
Something not commonly known about Jackson is the fact that he took a
much stronger line with France than his predecessors did, concerning the
debt of 25,000,000 Francs they owed America stemming from damage claims
against the activities of Napoleon. They readily paid other countries claims
but not ours. In 1832 a treaty was ratified under which the payments were
to commence. Then France reneged and refused to pay! Jackson authorized
reprisals against French property if payments did not start soon. This started
something of a military drumbeat in both countries. Some historians believe
we came close to war. Possibly due to Jackson’s formidable reputation as a
military strategist, France’s tone changed to, they will pay if we apologized!
(That was after more than twenty years of foot-dragging negotiations).
Diplomatic ties were briefly severed. James tells us (page 698)--“On May 10, 1836, the President made a gracious announcement of his
complete victory. Four back installments of the twenty-five million franc
indemnity had been paid with interest. Cordial relations were re-established
with France. Jackson arranged to send Lewis Cass to Paris.”---

Lewis Cass (1782-1866) was a general in the War of 1812 who afterwards
became Governor of Michigan territory. Cass served as Secretary of War in
Jackson’s cabinet, 1831 until his appointment as Ambassador to France
(another Jackson way of sending a stern message?) Another figure
subordinate to Jackson, Cass became a Presidential contender by the late
1840s.
Thomas Hart Benton (1782-1858), whose family owned 40,000 acres near
Nashville Tennessee, was aide-de-camp to Jackson in the War of 1812,
commissioned as a lieutenant colonel. Very shockingly, he later shot Jackson
as part of a quarrel over Benton’s brother. Even more of a shock was that
before the mid-1820’s, Jackson and Benton actually put their personal
differences aside. The reason? For the greater good of their country!
Benton was a Senator from Missouri (1821-1851) and was Jackson’s lead
legislator, fighting the United States Bank and fighting for metallic currency.
Benton’s nickname was “Old Bullion,” and he continued working with the
Administration when Martin Van Buren came into office in spring 1837. Want
another shock? Benton was cousin-in-law to central banking agitator Henry
Clay (via Lucretia Hart Clay!) “Old Bullion” said, “I never quarrel, but I do
fight, and a funeral always follows”---

Benton was brother in law to Virginia Senator James McDowell, who also
became governor; Benton was uncle to Confederate general Sam Benton of
Mississippi, and father in law to Union general John C. Fremont (the famous
explorer who mapped Mount Saint Helens; first saw Lake Tahoe; and proved
the Great Basin has no outlet to the sea). Counties in Missouri, Arkansas,
Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, Oregon and Washington are named after Benton.
Clearly, Jackson had some fascinating---and fiery---contemporaries! The fact
that Jackson was able to forgive Benton for the sake of his country is yet
another instance in an extraordinarily long succession of proofs that Old
Hickory was markedly more rare than “one in a million!” When Jackson was
censured by the Senate in 1834 for vetoing the Bank's charter, Benton led an
"expungement campaign" to remove the motion from the official record, and
succeeded in so doing. According to

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Hart_Benton_%28senator
%29
“As a Tennesean, he was under Jackson's shadow.” Other great men were
visible on the national scene, but Jackson loomed large as the greatest
among them---and by a wide margin!
Jackson Square in New Orleans---

“The Constitution of the United States unquestionably intended to
secure to the people a circulating medium of gold and silver.
Experience has proved the MISCHIEFS and DANGERS of a PAPER
CURRENCY, and it rests with you to determine whether the proper
remedy shall be applied.”---President Andrew Jackson, Farewell
Address, March 4, 1837
A CHARIOT TAKES THE GREAT MAN AWAY
Let’s look at some details concerning the closing days of Jackson’s
monumental life. Had Jackson not received several severe wounds in duels
that caused him chronic distress, he might have lived to age 90. As we
reflect, we should express gratitude to Divinity that America had such a
towering figure of a man---a hero’s hero. This was a man literally throbbing
with personal honor, who was ever ready to give his life and reputation in
order that his countrymen could enjoy a more secure future under the great
Constitution that he himself held in reverential awe. No wonder Liberty
Lobby stamped Jackson’s military likeness on some of its 999 fine silver
coins! Frank Sinatra’s 1969 classic hit, “My Way,” reads similar to Jackson’s
life--“And now, the end is near;
And so I face the final curtain.
My friend, I’ll say it clear,

I’ll state my case, of which I’m certain.
I’ve lived a life thats full.
I’ve traveled each and every highway;
And more, much more than this,
I did it my way.
Regrets, I’ve had a few;
But then again, too few to mention.
I did what I had to do
And saw it through without exemption.
I planned each charted course;
Each careful step along the byway,
But more, much more than this,
I did it my way.
Yes, there were times, I’m sure you knew
When I bit off more than I could chew.
But through it all, when there was doubt,
I ate it up and spit it out.
I faced it all and I stood tall;
And did it my way.
I’ve loved, I’ve laughed and cried.
I’ve had my fill; my share of losing.
And now, as tears subside,
I find it all so amusing.
To think I did all that;
And may I say - not in a shy way,
No, oh no not me,
I did it my way.
For what is a man, what has he got?
If not himself, then he has naught.
To say the things he truly feels;
And not the words of one who kneels.
The record shows I took the blows--And did it my way!”
Here’s just one quotation from Jackson’s Last Will and Testament (page 758,
Marquis James)--“To my Grand Nephew Andrew Jackson Coffee I bequeath the elegant sword
presented to me by the rifle company of New Orleans, with this injunction,

that he wield it against all invaders, whether foreign foes, OR INTESTINE
TRAITORS.”
Jackson literally spoke of traitors in our nation’s digestive tract---or guts! He
was more highly acquainted with British subversion than any other man in
our history. Jackson was aware of a British attempt to influence Sam
Houston, President of the new Republic of Texas, with a bribe denominated in
gold coin (pages 762, 782 and 784). Sam Houston refused the British
overture! He served under Jackson long before in the Creek Indian Wars
(actually part of the War of 1812), starting in spring 1814. Houston became
very close to Jackson---a camaraderie of brave spirits devoted to the notion
of America for America, not for Great Britain! There was no way any snake
could have become a deep friend of Jackson’s. Houston (1793-1863) was a
Congressman from Tennessee, 1823-1827; then Governor of Tennessee,
1827-1829, from which position he was perhaps Jackson’s strongest political
supporter, until the arrival of Martin Van Buren (see “Silver President II,”
Archives of Silver Investor). Tennessee Governor Sam Houston, hard money
man---

Sam Houston was, I believe, the only man in American history to have
served as Governor of two different states---and also, as President of a
separate Republic! Don’t anyone get me started on a whole other essay on
Sam Houston, but he was one of the greats! The fact that he was
subordinate to Andrew Jackson speaks volumes to Jackson’s overshadowing
greatness! It is nearly possible to rave about Jackson without exaggerating!
Like Jackson, Houston engaged in dueling. On September 21, 1826, he
faced off against General William A. White near Franklin, Kentucky, and left
White badly wounded. On April 13, 1832, Houston beat Ohio Congressman
William Stanbery with a cane, after the Ohio representative accused Houston
of fraud in a newspaper story. Houston was tried in the House and acquitted
of fraud, but fined for caning his accuser. Houston’s lawyer was Francis Scott
Key, composer of the “Star Spangled Banner” during the War of 1812, and
ancestor of Nevada Silver Senator Key Pittman (see “The Silver Senator,”

Archives). Houston migrated to Texas where he took up the Texan cause.
He was portrayed very capably by Richard Boone (himself an actual
descendant of early frontiersman Daniel Boone) in John Wayne’s epic 1960
film, “The Alamo” (which we mentioned earlier in connection with the
selected title for this essay!) The Postal Service commemorated Sam
Houston’s glorious record on a stamp issued in 1963---

The price of the stamp, of course, illustrates the change in “value” of the
Federal Reserve Note in the past 44 years! (All the more so, since
automated mail sorting has dramatically cut labor costs.) After the Texan
forces were obliterated at the Alamo on March 6, 1836, Sam Houston vowed
to avenge the loss. And did he ever, in a grand style comparable to
Jackson’s triumph in January 1815! For every Texan killed, 105 Mexican
soldiers perished! TALK ABOUT A JACKSONIAN RATIO! I suspect
Houston applied tactics learned from Jackson in the backwoods over 20 years
earlier. Houston and his forces swept into the invading Mexican camp by
surprise at the Battle of San Jacinto on April 21, 1836, and absolutely beat
the daylights out of them in a battle comparable in ways to Andy’s victory at
New Orleans---

According to Marquis James (pages 704-705)--“Early in 1836 came startling news. Santa Anna was north of the Rio Grande
with seven thousand men. Houston ordered a general retreat and
concentration. The leaders of the bands, remembering the easy victories of
the year before, refused to obey. Santa Anna surrounded the Alamo and
slew its defenders to a man. Then he wiped out a larger band at Goliad.

Then another and another. With the government of the republic and the civil
population in flight toward the United States border, Sam Houston managed
to reach what remained of the “army,” numbering three hundred and
seventy-four men, and to get them out of Santa Anna’s reach.”
“In the White House study Andrew Jackson pored over a map, trying to give
reality to each meager, hysterical report from Texas. The one clear military
fact seemed to be that Houston was making a zig-zag retreat, adding to his
force. The best that most observers hoped for was Houston’s escape to
American soil. Jackson disagreed. Sam Houston would turn and fight. Old
Hickory’s long forefinger crinkled the map at the western shore of Galveston
bay. He would fight there, the President said, or there---indicating a stream
called Buffalo Bayou. IN MAY CAME TIDINGS TOO FANTASTIC FOR
BELIEF---THE MEXICAN ARMY WAS ANNIHILATED, SANTA ANNA A
PRISONER OF WAR. THE FANTASTIC TALE WAS TRUE. After a retreat
of thirty-eight days, Houston had taken General Antonio Lopez de Santa
Anna by surprise at the junction of Buffalo Bayou and San Jacinto River,
obliterating the army and capturing the president of Mexico.”
(Just how do you suppose President Jackson knew where Houston would
display his own monumental military brilliance? I suggest it had something
to do with the deep bond these two had, which went back over twenty years.
Mere secondhand reports, in a time when telecommunications was unknown,
seems too chancy an explanation when taken alone. It could also be that
they discussed that area in earlier times.) General Lopez de Santa Anna
before being taken prisoner of war by Andrew Jackson’s protégé, Sam
Houston---

Houston had generous amounts of the same brazen courage Jackson had---in
the Battle of San Jacinto, enemy bullets killed four horses under him and
shattered his ankle. Marquis James called Houston’s followers--“…adventurers who preferred the rifle and the Bowie knife as instruments of
government.” (page 762)

No wonder there is a 69-foot tall statue of General Sam Houston near
Huntsville, Texas. In real life he was said to have been some 6’4” or taller
(highest estimate was 6’6”). And of course, the largest city in Texas bears
his name. Houston served as President of the Republic of Texas, 1836-1838
and again from 1841-1844. Jackson was a solid supporter of Houston’s plan
for Texas statehood. Houston again served as Governor of Texas, 18591861. The great San Jacinto Monument, 25 miles east of Houston, is the
tallest memorial column in the world, at 570 feet, topping the Washington
Monument by 15 feet. This structure, completed in 1939, has a 220 ton star
shape atop it, signifying the “Lone Star State.” Sam Houston said--“Texas has yet to learn submission to any oppression, come from what
source it may.”

Inscribed at the base of the monument are these words--"Measured by its results, San Jacinto was one of the decisive battles of the
world. The freedom of Texas (not part of the United States at the time) from
Mexico won here led to annexation and to the Mexican-American War,
resulting in the acquisition by the United States of the states of Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, California, Utah, and parts of Colorado, Wyoming,
Kansas, and Oklahoma. Almost one-third of the present area of the
American Nation, nearly a million square miles of territory, changed
sovereignty."
The Mexican General Santa Anna tried to disguise himself as an enlisted foot
soldier but was quickly found out. Sam Houston had his way with Santa
Anna, who reportedly was just over five feet tall. I can only wonder if
Houston, enraged over the Alamo incident, shook him like a rag doll! The
invader was forced to sign the Treaty of Velasco, surrendering to Sam
Houston. Santa Anna was then held as a prisoner of war for six months. At
that time, Sam Houston dispatched Santa Anna to Washington so that
President Jackson, Houston’s commander, could gloat over his student’s
prize! Afterwards he was returned in disgrace to Mexico. According to
www.shsu.edu/~smm_www/History/

“1838 December 10--Houston turns over the Presidency to Vice-President
Mirabeau Lamar after two years, in which he stabilized the currency, secured
the safety of the borders, and gained recognition by the United States.”
How do you suppose Sam Houston stabilized the currency? Ahh! The same
way his old boss, Andy By God Jackson, did!
From 1837 through 1841 Martin Van Buren, another Jackson associate, who
stood by a precious metals currency to the nth degree, very capably guided
the nation’s destiny as President; Van Buren detested bank notes, regarding
them as trash. Then came the administration of President John Tyler, which
was not supposed to happen, as Tyler was Harrison’s Vice President. But
Harrison died soon after taking office, and Tyler vetoed yet another attempt
to fasten a central bank on the nation, admitting that only gold and silver are
fit for medium of exchange. Two very fine Presidents guided the nation,
something Jackson could enjoy in his barely eight years of retirement from
the high office. Ever since Sam Houston took control over Texas, Andrew
Jackson had been his enthusiastic supporter for annexation into the United
States.
In late May 1845 Sam Houston started on a journey to visit his revered old
commander at his estate, called The Hermitage, near Nashville, Tennessee.
With Jackson now in his 78th year, Houston felt a keen sense of urgency to
see his senior officer before time ran out. Houston missed seeing his chief by
perhaps two hours (some sources say one hour) before the chariot swept
Andy upwards. Jackson’s last words were--“Oh, do not cry. Be good children, and we shall all meet in Heaven.”
That was at almost exactly six P.M. on June 8, 1845. Jackson lost
consciousness as all functions ceased. The greatest foe Great Britain ever
met was gone, but left a legacy that still stands. Consider how much one
incomparable man can accomplish! Very clearly, we must revive his
monetary ideals else our children live in rags. On page 786 Marquis James
concluded--“At dusk a coach drawn by galloping horses careened into the Hermitage
drive. A travel-stained, arresting figure dismounted, leading a very small
boy by the hand. The newcomer towered half a head above the next tallest
man present. Not everyone at first recognized Sam Houston. The greatest
of Old Hickory’s expeditionary captains stood motionless before the candle-lit
couch of death. Then he dropped to his knees, and sobbing, buried his face
on his chieftain’s breast. The proprietor of the Texas Republic drew the boy
to his side. “MY SON, TRY TO REMEMBER THAT YOU HAVE LOOKED ON
THE FACE OF ANDREW JACKSON!”

(Statue of General Andrew Jackson in Nashville, Tennessee).
The conclusion of this essay may be a bit anticlimactic after considering so
rare and moving a scene. Yes, my cheeks went wet as I read it! Remember
the lines I penned in “Michael Gorham’s Paper Money Mob?”--President Jackson in eternity, looking at the scene,
Knowing gold and silver money is our only hope!
We must confront and stop the paper money machine;
Else we tumble farther down the slippery slope!
Unbacked currency is poisonous monetary dope!
Then in “The Silver President,” these lines appear--The bank wanted to function in the dark!
Just let us bilk you is what they said!
The U.S. Bank, a colossal loan shark!
Jackson filled them with fear and dread!
He readied, aimed, and shot the mark!
Charles Bronson somewhat reminded me of Andrew Jackson! Bronson
played a detective in the 1983 film, “Ten To Midnight,” and the crazy killer he
stopped reminds me of the second Bank of the United States. Herewith
some dialogue at the film’s close--“I’LL BE BACK! YOU’LL HEAR FROM ME AGAIN! YOU AND THE
WHOLE FUCKING WORLD!”---naked serial killer
“NO WE WON’T!” (Bang!)---As Bronson shoots the killer in the forehead
and he falls backwards, down and dead.
Friends in silver, friends in gold---although I am almost speechless and
nearly trembling in awe pondering the miraculous life (survivor of a 40 mile
forced march without water and starved afterwards; repeatedly risked
cholera, dysentery and typhoid from contaminated water; a near fatal bout of

smallpox that killed his brother Robert; over half a dozen duels, an
assassination attempt which naturally should not have failed, and numerous
heated battles) and tremendous monetary career of Jackson, who by vibrant
personal magnetism and almost incomprehensibly terrific achievements
towered over all other great men of his time including Sam Houston, the
Father of Texas---all I can say about Jackson is---if we can find within
ourselves only 10% as much guts and determination as he had, we can turn
America around, and place her back on an honest money system---the type
always favored by Andy By God Jackson! Dear friends! Jackson bled for his
country, and as an old man wracked with the pains of many severe wounds
and under the stress of unrelenting personal attacks he fought and defeated
monetary evil on the grandest possible scale. Would he look with pride upon
those of us who have not so much as written one letter to Congress in
protest of the present monetary fraud? May we all just perform an
occasional small act of conscience and citizen responsibility in order that he
could gaze down from the balcony with a smile!
ANDREW JACKSON---GUTS AND GLORY!!

